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Synonymity, in one form or another, occurs frequently in mathematics. 
A familiar example is the standard description of simple ordering in the 
arithmetic of integers. Such a description can be given by means of the 
binary relation constant" >" (greater than), or by means of the binary 
relation constant "<:" (smaller than or equal to), or in other ways with 
the same import. However, speaking of the same impod, or saying that 
various descriptions amount to the same thing, seems to call for a more 
profound analysis of the underlying concepts. In this paper a kind of 
synonymity is treated which is based on the notion of explicit definability. 
The considerations are confined to the purely syntactical-logical side of 
the notion1). A justification of the term synonymous is, therefore, beyond 
the scope of this paper. As applied to theories it may be sufficient to 
remark that the idea of expressing the same thing or having the same 
meaning can be used properly only for complete theories, since the thing 
expressed by or the meaning of incomplete theories is not fixed. However, 
on the syntactical-logical side the same definition of synonymous theories 
can be equally used for complete and for incomplete theories. Hence 
the same terminology is used in both cases, be it not i.n the most proper 
sense in case of incomplete theories. Once a central position is given to 
synonymity of theories it turns out that an extension to classes of theories 
and an application to sentences can be usefully introduced. 
The considerations in this paper concern formal languages of first-order 
predicate logic. For reasons of simplicity we confine ourselves to languages 
containing no other non-logical constants than predicates with finitary 
ranks ;> 1 and of those not more than is necessary to show our intentions. 
Provided that due precautions are taken, generalizations are possible. 
By R, S, T, ... we refer to distinct predicates, by r s, t, ... to their 
respective ranks. By tf> we refer to the set of all formulas of a language, 
by E to the set of all sentences of a language, by r, ,1, e, ... to subsets 
of E and by C, D, E, ... to classes of subsets of E. In order to indicate 
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1) For a model theoretic treatment, cf. [1]. Numbers in square brackets refer 
to Reference8. 
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which non-logical constants are contained exactly in the language con-
cerned we use R, S, T, ... as indices Thus, e g, WR refers to the set of 
all formulas of the language containing R as its only non-logical constant, 
ER,s to the set of all sentences of the language containing Rand S as 
its only non-logical constants, TR,s to a subset of ER,s, and such more. 
Obviously, WR C WR,S and ER C ER,s, but it should be noticed that TR 
is not necessarily a subset of TR,s. Here we have a gap which can be filled 
by means of an additional index notation indicating that a certain operation 
of elimination has been performed on the set in question. By a slant bar, 
/ , together with some predicate symbols following it, we shall express that 
all sentences containing one or more of the indicated predicates have 
been eliminated from the set. Thus, e.g., TR,s/s= TR,s n E R. This can be 
carried over to classes of sets of sentences in the sense that the operation 
is understood to work on all members of the class, e.g., CR,S,T/R,T= 
= {TR,s,T/R,T: TR,s,T E CR,S,T}. 
We shall want to deal with special sets of sentences, the so-called 
(deductive) theories. Speaking of theory TR we refer to a subset of ER 
which is closed under logical deduction with respect to ER, and similarly 
in other cases where theories are mentioned. Obviously, if TR,s is a theory, 
then TR,s/s and TR,s/R are theories also, subtheories of TR,s. Likewise, 
if CR,s is a class of theories, then CR,s/s and CR,S/R are classes of theories 
also, classes of subtheories of the theories in CR,s. 
For the sake of convenience we recall what is understood by explicit 
definition and definitional extension. Let OS,R E ER,s; we say that OS,R is 
an explicit definition of S from R if, and only if. OS,R has the shape: 
VXl ... Xs(S(Xl' ... , xs) ~ !pR), 
where the definiens, !PR, is a member of WR and contains no other free 
variables than the distinct variables xl, ... , Xs. We say that theory TR,s 
is a definitional extension of theory T R , with S, if, and only if, there 
exists an explicit definition of S from R, say OS,R, such that TR,s= 
= TRU {OS,R}, where U denotes the logical union. 
Regarding the empty sentence as an explicit definition we can say that 
being a definitional extension of is a reflexive relation; in this sense every 
theory is a definitional extension of itself. As to transitivity, let be given 
that theory TR,s is a definitional extension of T R, with S, and that theory 
TR,s,T is a definitional extension of TR,s, with T. Let OS,R be an explicit 
definition of S from R such that TR,s= TRU {OS,R} and let OT,R,S be an 
explicit definition of T from Rand S such that TR,s,T = TR,sU {OT,R,S}. 
Let !PR be the definiens in OS,R and !PR,S the definiens in OT,R,S' 
Let, finally, r(oT,R,S) be obtained from OT,R,S by substituting !PR for 
S wherever S occurs in !PR,S. Then (r(oT,R,S) ~ OT,R,S) E TR,s,T and 
TR,s,T= TRU {OS,R}U {r(oT,R,S)}, where r(oT,R,S) is an explicit definition of 
T from R. Thus we have established: if theory TR,s is a definitional 
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extension of theory r R, with S and theory rR,S,T is a definitional 
extension of rR,s, with T, then rR,S,T is a definitional extension of 
r R , with Sand T. Generalizing we state: 
Lemma: Being a definitional exten8ion of is a reflexive and transitive 
relation between theories. 
We shall say that the theories r R and rs are 8ynonymou8, if, and only 
if, there exists a theory which is a subset of ER,s and which is as well a 
definitional extension of rR , with S, as of rs , with R. Shortly said, the 
theories r R and rs are synonymous if, and only if, they have a common 
definitional extension. Again in other words, the theories r R and rs are 
synonymous if, and only if, there exists an explicit definition of S from 
R, say OS,R, and an explicit definition of R from S, say OR,S, such that 
rRl:J {OS,R} = rsl:J {OR,S} 2). 
It follows from the Lemma that synonymity is reflexive. Not only 
theory r R is synonymous with itself, but also with theory rR,S, whenever 
the latter theory is a definitional extension of r R , with S. It goes without 
saying that synonymity is symmetrical. As to transitivity, we consider 
again a simple case. Let be given that the theories r R and rs are syn-
onymous and likewise the theories rs and rT. It follows that there are 
theories, say rR,s and rS,T, such that rR,s is a common definitional 
extension of r R and r s , while rS,T is a common definitional extension 
of rsand rT. Or, rR,S=rRl:J{oS,R}=rsl:J{OR,S} and rS,T=rsl:J{OT,S}= 
= rTl:J {os,T}, where OS,R, OR,S, OT,S and OS,T are the appropriate explicit 
definitions. We put rR,S,T=rRsl:Jrs,T and rR,T=rR,S,T/S' Since 
rR,S,T = rsl:J {OR,S}l:J {OT,S} we notice that rR,S,T is a definitional ex-
tension of rR,s, with T; furthermore, rR,S is a definitional extension of 
r R, with S; it follows from Lemma 1 that rR,S,T is a definitional extension 
of r R, with Sand T. Likewise, rR,S,T is a definitional extension of r T, 
with Rand S. Hence, rR,T is a common definitional extension of r R and 
r T, or, r R and r T are synonymous. Generalizing we state: 
Theorem 1: Synonymity of theories is an equivalence relation. 
If the theories r R and rs are inconsistent, then they are trivially 
synonymous. If OS,R is an explicit definition of S from R, then theory r R 
is consistent if, and only if, the definitional extension rRl:J {OS,R} is con-
sistent. Furthermore, theory r R is complete if, and only if, rRl:J {OS,R} 
is complete. Hence, two synonymous theories are either both consistent 
or both inconsistent and either both complete or both incomplete. 
Let the theories rR and rs be synonymous by rRl:J {OS,R} = rsl:J {OR,S}, 
where OS,R is 
and where OR,S is 
2) Cf. R. MONTAGUE'S definition of bilateral interpretability in [3], section 6. 
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rpR and rps now being definite formulas, rpR E @R and rps E @s. For shortness 
sake we say in this case: theories r R, rs are synonymous by rpR, rps. Let 
r be the function on @R,S onto @R which associates with each formula X 
of @R,S the formula r(x) of @R by substituting in the appropriate way 
rpR for S, wherever S occurs in X. Likewise, let 5: @R,S --+ @s with 5(X) = 
=Rlrps (X). By 5(rR) we understand {5(e): e ErR} and by r(rs ) we under-
stand {r(O'): 0' E rs}. We remark: 
(i) 5(OS,R) E rs and r(oR,S) ErR; 
(ii) 5(rR) c rs and r(rs ) erR. 
For the argument we put rR,s= rRu {OS,R}=rSu {OR,S}. 
As to (i): 5(OS,R) ErR,S and hence, 5(OS,R) E rR,S/R; furthermore, 
rR,S/R=(rSU{OR,S})/R=rs . As to (ii): 5(rR) erR,S and hence, 5(rR) c 
C rR,S/R= rs. Likewise we argue for r(oR,S) ErR and r(rs ) erR. 
For historical 3) as well as for practical reasons it may be mentioned 
that under the assumptions: 
(IX). r R and rs are theories, 
(fJ). OS,R is an explicit definition of S from R with definiens rpR and 
OR,S is an explicit definition of R from S with definiens rps, 
(y). r: @R,S --+ @R with r(x) =SlrpR (X) and 
5: @R,S --+ @s with 5(X) = Rlrps (X), 
the converse holds also, i.e., if (i) and (ii), then r R, rs are synonymous by 
rpR, Ts. We argue as follows: If 5(OS,R) E r s , then OS,R E rsu {OR,S}. 
Similarly, OR,S E rRU {OS,R}. Furthermore, if 5(rR) c r s , then 5(e) E rs 
whenever e ErR; hence e E rsu {OR,S} whenever e ErR. Similarly, 
0' E rRu {OS,R} whenever 0' E rs. Consequently, rRu {OS,R} c rsu {OR,S} 
and rsu {OR,S} c rRu {OS,R}. Hence, r R, rs are synonymous by TR, rps. 
The properties (i) and (ii) are convenient tools for determining the 
isomorphisms between the algebras associated with synonymous theories. 
If r R, rs are synonymous by TR, Ts, then 2(rR), 2(rs ), the Lindenbaum 
algebras of r R, rs respectively 4) are isomorphic in a special way. The 
same applies to %(rR), %(rs ), the algebras of the extensions of r R, r s , 
i.e., of all theories which within the same language are extensions of 
r R, rs respectively 5). Conversely, if there exists a special isomorphism, 
based on TR, Ts, between 2(rR), 2(rs ), or between %(rR), %(rs ), then 
r R, rs are synonymous by rpR, Ts. Considerations of this kind seem to 
lead in a natural way to extensions of the concept of synonymity. In 
the next section we give an example of such an extension. 
3) Cf. A. ROBINSON'S definition of related algebras in [5], pp. 70, 71 and of 
related sets of sentences in [6], pp. 31-33. 
4) Cf.,e.g., [4] pp. 244 ff. 
5) Cf. [8J and [9]. 
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In a way, the notions of definitional extenslon and synonymity can 
be extended to classes of theories. We shall say, that the class of theories 
CR,s is a definitional extension of the class of theories CR, with 8, if, and 
only if, there is an explicit definition, say OS,R, of S from R such that 
CR,s= {rRU {OS,R}: r R E OR}. We shall say that the classes of theories, 
CR and Cs , are synonymous if, and only if, there exists a class of theories, 
CR,s, which is as well a definitional extension of CR, with S, as of Cs , 
with R. In other words, the classes of theories CR and Cs , are synonymous 
if, and only if, there is an explicit definition of S from R, say OS,R, and 
an explicit definition of R from S, say OR,S, and a class of theories, say 
CR,s, such that CR,S={rRU{OS,R}:rRECR}={rSU{OR,S}:rsECs. By 
theorem 1 and the above definition it is obvious that synonymity between 
classes of theories is an equivalence relation. 
As an example of a relationship between synonymity of theories and 
synonymity of clas.ses of theories we consider the complete extensions of 
a theory. A complete extension of a theory is understood in the usual 
sense, i.e., containing the same non-logical constants as the theory of 
which it is a complete extension. Let r R, rs be theories, let CR * be the 
class of all complete extensions of r R and Cs * the class of all complete 
extensions of rs. We can make the following analysis: 
(a). Assume first that r R, rs are synonymous by rpR, rps. Let rR* be 
an arbitrarily chosen member of CR*. Then rR* = rRu LlR, where LlR C L R. 
Because of the synonymity, rRULIRU {OS,R} = rSULIRU {OR,S}. Let 5 be 
defined as above. We have 5(0) E rsu LlRU {OR,S} for every a such that 
a E Ll R. Moreover, (5(0) *+ 0) E rsu {OR,S} for every a such that a E LR,s. 
Hence, rsu LlRU {OR,S} = rsu 5(LlR)U {OR,S}' It follows that rR* is syn-
onymous with rsu 5(LlR) by rpR, rps. As remarked earlier, if one of two 
synonymous theories is complete, the other is complete also. Hence, 
rsu 5(LlR) is a complete extension of rs. Let e s be another complete 
extension of rs such that rR*U {OS,R} = esu {OR,S}. Then esu {OR,S} = 
= rsu 5(LlR)U {OR,S} which yields e s = rsu 5(LlR)' Hence, for every rR* 
such that rR* E CR* there is one, and only one, rs* such that rs* E Cs * 
and rR*, rs* are synonymous by rpR, rps. Similarly, for every rs* such 
that rs* E Cs * there is one, and only one, rR* such that rR* E CR* and 
rs*, rR* are synonymous by rps, rpR. It follows that CR *, Cs * are syn-
onymous by rpR, rps. 
(b). Assume next that CR *, Cs * are synonymous by rpR, rps. Then there 
is a Ci.s such that q,S={rR*U{OS,R}:rR*ECR*}={rS*U{OR,S}: 
rs* ECS *}. Hence, n (rR*U{OS,R})= n (rS*U{OR,S}). 
rR* E CR* rs* E Cs* 
Applying a theorem of TARSKI 6) we obtain 
n rR*U {OS,R} = n rs*u {OR,S}, 
rR* E CR* rs* E Cs* 
and hence, by another of TARSKI'S theorems 7), rRu {OS,R} = rsu {OR,S}. 
6) [8], Theorem 24. 7) [9], Theorem 36. 
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By (a) and (b) we have proved: FR, Fs are synonymous by CPR, cps if, 
and only if, CR *, Cs* are synonymous by CPR, cps. Generalizing we state: 
Theorem 2: Synonymity of theories implies synonymity of the 
classes of all their complete extensions and conversely. 
Instead of extending we can also, i.n a way, confine the notion of 
synonymity. As an example we apply synonymity to single sentences. Let 
YR E ER and Ys E Es. We shall say that YR is synonymous with ys if, and 
only if, theory Cn( {YR}) is synonymous with theory Cn( {ys}), where Cn( {YR}) 
is the closure under logical deduction with respect to ER of the singleton 
{YR} and likewise Cn({ys}) the closure under logical deduction with respect 
to Es of the singleton {ys}. If Cn( {YR}), Cn( {ys}) are incomplete, then the 
improper use of the term synonymous mentioned above carries over to 
the synonymity of YR, ys. It is of some interest to apply what is said 
about reflexivity and transitivity. Let YR E ER and let OS,R be an explicit 
definition of S from R. Then {YR}U {OS,R} is a defini.tional extension of 
Cn({YR}), with S. Hence, Cn({YR}) is synonymous with {YR}U {OS,R}. 
However, {YR}U {OS,R}=Cn({YR 1\ OS,R})' Hence, YR and YR 1\ OS,R are syn-
onymous sentences. The part played by transitivity is similar. Let again 
YR E ER, let OS,R be an explicit definition of S from Rand OT,R,S an explicit 
definition of T from Rand S. Then the sentence YR is synonymous with 
the sentence YR 1\ OS,R and the sentence YR 1\ OS,R is synonymous with the 
sentence YR 1\ OS,R 1\ OT,R,S' It can be inferred that YR is synonymous with 
YR 1\ OS,R 1\ OT,R,S. 
The above remarks are essential in connection with the SKOLEM normal 
form theorem. We want to deal here with the Y3-prenex normal form 
of a sentence, called by A. CHURCH 8) the SKOLEM normal form for satis-
fiability. In order to give an idea of our intentions we start with some 
examples: 
Example 1: Let R be a ternary predicate and YR the following 
sentence in prenex normal form: 
Yx 3y Yz R(x, y, z). 
Let OS,R be the explicit definition of the binary predicate S from R: 
Yxy (S(x, y) *-'>- Yz R(x, y, z)). 
Not only Cn( {YR}) and {YR}U {OS,R} are synonymous theories, but also 
{YR}U {Os,R}=Cn({YR 1\ OS,R})=Cn({ys 1\ OS,R}), where Ys is the sentence: 
Yx 3y S(x, y). 
It follows that the sentence YR is synonymous with the sentence ys 1\ OS,R' 
Reducing Ys 1\ OS,R in the familiar way to its prenex normal form we 
obtain first 
Yx 3y S(x, y) 1\ Yxyz (S(x, y) -+ R(x, y, z)) 1\ Yxy 3z (R(x, y, z) -+ S(x, y)), 
8) [2], pp. 230, 231. 
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which in its turn can be reduced to: 
Yxyz 3uv (S(x, u) 1\ (S(x, y) -+ R(x, y, z)) 1\ (R(x, y, v) -+ S(x, y)). 
Referring to the latter sentence as YR,S we can say that (YR,S +3>- (ys 1\ 
I\OS,R)) ECn({ysl\os,R}) and hence that Cn({ysl\os,R})=Cn({YR,S}). It 
follows that YR is synonymous with YR,S, which is in Y3-prenex normal 
form. 
Example 2: As a case where transitivity is involved we take for 
R a quaternary predicate and for YR the sentence: 
Yx 3y Yz 3u R(x. y, z, u). 
Let OS,R be the explicit definition of the binary predicate S from R: 
Yxy (S(x, y) +3>- Yz 3u R(x, y, z, u)). 
Then YR is synonymous with ys 1\ OS,R, where Ys is the sentence: 
Yx 3y S(x, y), 
as argued in the former example. Reducing OS,R we obtain: 
yxyz 3u (S(x, y) -+ R(x, y, z, u)) 1\ Yxy 3z Yu (R(x, y, z, u) -+ S(x, y)). 
Let OT,R,S be the explicit definition of the ternary predicate T from R 
and S: 
Yxyz (T(x, y, z) +3>- Yu (R(x, y, z, u) -)- S(x, y))). 
We know that YR is synonymous with ys 1\ OS,R 1\ OT,R,S (transitivity), or, 
taking the equivalent sentence, YR is synonymous with: 
Ys 1\ Yxyz 3u (S(x, y) -+ R(x, y, z, u)) 1\ Yxy 3z T(x, y, z) 1\ OT,R,S. 
Reducing OT,R,S we obtain: 
Yxyzu (T(x, y, z) -+ (R(x, y, z, u) -+ S(x, y))) 1\ Yxyz 3u ((R(x, y, z, u) -+ 
-+ S(x, y)) -+ T(x, y, z)). 
Hence YR is synonymous with the sentence: 
Yx 3y S(x, y) 1\ Yxyz 3u (S(x, y) -+ R(x, y, z, u)) 1\ Yxy 3z T(x, y, z) 1\ 
1\ Yxyzu (T(x, y, z) -+ (R(x, y, z, u) -+ S(x, y))) 1\ Yxyz 3u ((R(x, y, z, u)-+ 
-+ S(x, y)) -+ T(x, y, z)). 
Let YR,S,T be the sentence obtained from the last one by putting all 
quantifiers in front and changing the names of the variables in the ap-
propriate way. Then YR,S,T is in Y3-prenex normal form and we have 
established that YR and YR,S,T are synonymous. 
It seems appropriate to formulate the SKOLEM normal form theorem 9) 
in the following way: 
Theorem 3 (SKOLEM): Every sentence Y is synonymous with a 
sentence Y' in Y3-prenex normal form. 
9) [7], p. 4, Def. 2, Satz 1. 
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As to the proof of this theorem, the original proof of TH. SKOLEM 10) 
can be copied in the terminology of the examples given above. In order 
to have all necessary predicates available one considers the given first-
order language as a sublanguage of a first-order language containing 
denumerably many predicate constants of each rank. 
10} [7], pp. 4-6. 
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